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From the Chair:
The value of crates and crate training cannot be over-emphasised and teaching a pup to accept the crate
is not difficult at all. It will, however, require a bit of patience on your part until the pup realises that the
crate is his bed (and for some his eating place as well), and that it is comfortable and safe.

You will find that the use of a crate will assist you in one of the more difficuly jobs – toilet training!

By nature a canine does not want to soil its sleeping quarters and a puppy will have the tendancy to
‘hold it’ until he is let out of the crate. A puppy can be completely crate broken within four days of being
introduced to it.
The crate is like a dog house, except that the crate has a door that can be opened and closed. They are
also collapsible and easily carried.
When making a purchase always keep in mind the fact that the puppy will grow. The biggest size is
recommended.
NB: DON’T EVER FORGET THE PUP IN THE CRATE!

***
And crating an adult dog at a show is recommended for safety reasons. Your dog may be the best
behaved and controlled one around but unfortunately the dog belonging to “Joe Bloggs” may not be
*** Would you let your small kiddie do this? ***
************************
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STRENGTH IS FORGIVING PEOPLE THAT DON’T EVEN FEEL SORRY FOR
THEIR ACTIONS
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Charmaine Hoffman & Craig Thompson

Starkpride Bullmastiffs is a relatively newly formed small hobby kennel located in Durbanville a
suburb just out side of Cape Town. Charmaine Hoffman and Craig Thompson, the owners, are
adamant that their goals are to produce sound and healthy puppies that are good examples of
the breed and who will enrich the lives of their new families.

Charmaine continues:
“We initially bred with the smaller dog species, the miniature smooth Dachshunds, as we then
had a larger mixed breed dog on our property. We have a young boy and thought it would be
good to bring a big dog into the family again and introduce a sense of responsibility and caring
for a non-human living being as well as empathy for all creatures.
We did some research and discussed the options with our family and friends and Craig’s uncle
turned our attention to the Bullmastiff as a safe option. And the search for a reputable and
reliable breeder commenced.
We eventually found Mariaan Gresse (Weideman) of the Eumali Kennels who had a bitch in
whelp and not long after that we became the proud owners of Eumali Laylah a beautiful fawn
bitch. Mariaan enrolled us with the Cape Bullmastiff Club and we became involved with
exhibiting our puppy at the local dog shows which we thouroughly enjoyed especially with
Laylah winning a Best Baby Puppy and Best Fawn award. She has continued to do very well
collecting multiple Challenge Certificates towards champion status as well as other awards with
the ultimate one being BEST IN SPECIALITY SHOW under Judge Monique Hodgkinson in
January 2020.
We have, since then, added to our household with a handsome youngster called Safety of
Flatland Tiger (aka ‘Hunter’) who arrived from Budapest in Hungary not long afterwards.
We hope to exhibit him in the future.”

Best in Speciality Show 2020 under Judge Monique Hodgkinson

Eumali Laylah of Starkpride
*************

MILA
A super success story

Some of you will remember Mila who was placed up for ‘re-home’ in
October last year. The Carels family of CapeTown welcomed her to
their home and she, and they, have been happy ever after.
Way to go folks! !
********************
***The kid and the crate:***
This dog and this kiddie are well aquainted so THIS particular incident was not seen as
problematic. However this kind of behaviour could be problematic should the dog and kid not
not know each other…..so please be careful
***********************

GOLDEN OLDIE FUN FAIR.
Send in your photo’s folks ! and thank you to those who have already done so. Some lovely
shots. The adjudicator will only be named in the November newsletter with the winner. Keep
in mind this is a FUN event with no cost to enter….. and there will be prizes

************

2021 CALENDAR
Placings for all 12 months have been allocated. ... plus two extra! Keep in mind folks that this
is not going to be a PNA 300mm x 300mm glossy costing a small fortune – just a an A5 history
of some of our top winners over the last 10 years.
CBC members that have submitted photos must please confirm their orders for the calendar.
Once the printing has been completed that’s it! . Should you want to place an order PLEASE
do it NOW….later will be too late!
info@capebullmastiffclub.co.za
***************
AND A SAD STORY…..
Ikangwa Bullmastiffs has said good bye to Juohn Donna Lady Lila who passed over the
rainbow 15th July. Our thoughts are with the Cordier family.
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